
Indoor Range Rebuild 2022

The roof over the target room at the indoor range collapsed during a heavy rainstorm. Emergency 
repairer where carried out. It was evident that the indoor range of our club needed more then just a 
patch up. We decided to have a new roof over the whole range installed. In this process asbestos was 
found in the ceiling and some tiles. This all was removed and the washrooms rebuilt to be handicap 
accessible and modernized. The floor in the back part replaced and all the old paint and other things 
disposed off. We now have room for targets with marks compressor to turn the targets and room for 
tables and chairs in the very back. This area was regularly flooded and is now clean and with the 
drainage outside the building improved also dry. The drainage will need to be improved in a permanent 
way a bit later. The work was carried out by some volunteers and we hired a contractor to build the roof
and some interior work.



The roof design was altered to include the former 
flat roof over the target room into the roof line 
with a pitch to promote runoff from the roof and to
discourage squatters from using the flat roof as a 
porch. The roofer used our indoor range for a 
workshop to pre cut all the panels. The old roof got
removed and new sealing film was installed. The 
roof wooden structure was inspected and found in 
good condition. Also the insulation above the 
sealing was inspected and found dry and safe to be
left in place. The roofing material is a different 
design then the old one and has all the screws 
hidden under seams so not to produce holes in the 
new roof. We also minimized the holes required in 
the roof to plumbing breathers only. We removed 
the hood from the kitchen and with it the large 
leaking duct for the vent.

All outside trim wood was replaced and the new 
wood covered with roofing metal


